You have been invited to create a Virginia Tech guest account using your email address. A Virginia Tech affiliated person or service has requested that you receive electronic access to Virginia Tech.

If you would like to continue the guest account creation process, please click on the link below.

You will have 7 days to create your guest account using this temporary link. After that time, this link will no longer be valid, and should NOT be used to access your account once it has been created.

*link*

If you believe this message was sent in error or you do not want to create a Virginia Tech guest account, you can ignore this message.

As a guest you will be able to log in to applications at Virginia Tech for which you have been granted access. More information about using your guest account, and what applications you have access to may be appended below or may arrive in a separate email. By using this service you agree to adhere to Virginia Tech's acceptable use guidelines available at:
http://www.policies.vt.edu/acceptableuse.php

This is an automated message. Please do not reply to this email.